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Introduction 
The paper is a contribution to the problem under which conditions t(X x Y) = 
r(X) x r(Y) where X, Y are topological spaces and r stands for the Tychonoff 
reflection. This is also related to the problem when the projection pv:X x Y- Y 
is a z-map (one sending zero-sets to closed sets). Our results were motivated 
especially by the following: 
(1) Ishii [6] introduced the concept of a w-compact space (cf. 1.1) and proved 
that, given a topological space X, t(X x Y) = z(X) x r(Y) for all spaces Y iff 
each point of X has a nbd U such that I!? is w-compact. Further he proved that a 
space X is w-compact iff pv : X X Y - Y is a z-map for every paracompact 
Hausdorff space Y. 
(2) Hager [4], restricting himself to Tychonoff spaces, proved that if a is a 
regular cardinal then X is weakly-cu-compact iff pv:X x Y+ Y is a z-map for 
every a-discrete space Y. 
(3) Dikranjan and Giuli [2] proved that, if C is an additive, finitely productive 
closure operator on an epireflective subcategory S!? of the category of pretopologi- 
cal spaces, then X E 8 is C-compact iff C(X) is compact, where X is C-compact if 
pv:X x Y+ Y is C-closed (sends C-closed sets to C-closed sets) for any Y E 2. 
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Our aim is to generalize the concept of a w-compact space to involve infinite 
cardinals. 
A space X is w,-compact iff for each open cover % of X there exists a 
subfamily Zr c Ou, with card Zr < a, the union of which is r-dense in X (i.e., dense 
in the topology generated by continuous functions on X). For completely regular 
spaces, the concept coincides with weak cu-compactness, and for (Y = &), with 
w-compactness. 
We present several conditions which are equivalent to w,-compactness and we 
make clear the relation of the class of w,-compact spaces to other classes; it 
strictly contains the class of weakly-cu-compact spaces and it is strictly contained 
in the class of spaces X such that r(X) is weakly-a-compact. Our main results 
generalize the mentioned results of Ishii and Hager: 
(1) A space X is w,-compact iff pu : X X Y * Y is a z-map for each m-discrete 
space Y. 
(2) A space X has the property that t(X x Y) = z(X) x z(Y) for every 
a-discrete completely regular space iff each point of X has a neighborhood U 
such that r/ is w,-compact. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let X be a topological space and let Ix be the set of all continuous maps 
f :X + I and consider the continuous map ax :X -+ P(X) from X to the product 
space 
P(X) = n {I, 1 f E Z”} defined by Q,(x) = {f(_~)}~ E P(X), 
where I, = I, for any f E Ix. Let us put r(X) = Qx(X) c P(X). t : Top+ Top is a 
covariant functor which is called the Tychonoff functor [6]. 
A subset A c X is called a t-open set of X if it is a union of cozero-sets of X. 
The union and the finite intersection of t-open sets are also r-open. The 
complement of a z-open set is called t-closed and the r-closure A” of a set A c X 
is obviously the intersection of all zero-sets containing A. 
A subset A c X is said to be t-dense in X if X is the smallest r-closed set which 
contains A [6]. 
Definition 1.1. A space X is w-compact if for any family {P,,}~_, of z-open sets 
of X with the finite intersection property, n p, # 0 [6]. 
This definition is equivalent to the following: a space X is w-compact if for any 
collection {Ai},,,, of closed sets of X such that it is closed under the finite 
intersection and each Ah contains a non-empty cozero-set of X, we have 
flA,#0. 
Let a: be any infinite cardinal number. 
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Definitions 1.2. (a) A family {Ah}ls,, of subsets of a set X is said to have the 
(<a)-intersection property (shortly, (<a~)-i.p.), if any subfamily {AhV}pEM c 
(AAIM> ]M] < a, has non-empty intersection. 
(b) A topological space X is said to be a-Lindeliif [l-3], iff every open cover 
@MM has a subcover {Ai,,}WEM, with ]M] < LY. 
(c) A topological space X is said to be weakly-a-compact [4] (almost 
cu-Lindelof [3]) iff each open cover {Ah}ie,, has a subfamily {AhV}pe,,,, IM] < a, 
with dense union. 
(d) A topological space X is said to be a-discrete iff the intersection of any 
family, of cardinality less than a, of open sets is open. 
(e) A topological space X is said to be z,-discrete iff the intersection of any 
family, of cardinality less than CE, of r-open sets is r-open. 
Note that if CY is a singular cardinal, then a-discrete spaces are cu+-discrete, 
where (Y+ is the successor of & in the class of cardinals. 
2. w,-Compact spaces 
Let LY be any infinite cardinal number. 
Definition 2.1. A topological space X is w,-compact iff for each open cover 
{G*)*E/\ of X there is J c A, IJ] < (Y, such that lJJ Gh is r-dense in X. 
Theorem 2.2. Consider the following conditions: 
(i) X is w,-compact; 
(ii) For each family {I!&}~_, of open sets such that for J c A, ]J\ < a, there 
exists a nontrivial zero-set F, I I_)_, U,, we have I__),, U, f X; 
(iii) For each family {FA}*,,, of closed sets such that for each J c A, JJ] < a, 
there exists a nontrivial cozero-set G, c (-jr F,,, we have n,, FA # 0. 
(iv) For every family [PA}*_, of t-open sets such that for each J c A, ]J] < a, 
nP, contains a non-empty cozero-set, we have n,, Ph # 0; 
(v) For each family {Fh}lt,, of closed sets which is closed under (<a)- 
intersections such that each F* contains a nontrivial cozero-set, we have n,, F* # 0. 
Then always (i)e(ii)e(iii), (ii) + (iv) + (v). If CY is regular they are all 
equivalent. 
Proof. (i) j (ii) Let {I/ } 1 Ic,, be a family of open sets such that for each J c A, 
]JI < a, there exists a nontrivial zero-set F, =) U, Uh but lJ,, U, = X. Hence 
{W*,, is an open cover and then, by (i), there is J c A, ]J] < a, with 
l_lJ 17: = X. By hypothesis the r-closure of lJJ U, is contained in some zero-set 
F, I X, which is a contradiction. 
(ii) G (iii) Obvious. 
(ii) j (i) If {G I At* is an open cover of X such that for each J c A, ]J] <a, } 
IJ, G; # X, then, by (ii) {G,},,, cannot be a cover. 
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(ii> *(iv> Let {fi}leA be a family of t-open sets such that for each J c A, 
IJJ < a, n7, PA contains a non-empty cozero-set and suppose 0, ph = 0. Then 
{X - Pn}AEA is an open cover, but for each Jc A, IJI < (Y, lJ{X - PA} is 
contained in a nontrivial zero-set. 
(iv)+(v) Let {F,),,, be a family of closed sets, which is closed under 
(<a)-intersections, such that each FA contains a nontrivial cozero-set. Take the 
r-interior HA of any Fh, {HA},,,, is a family of r-open sets such that /-j, HA 
contains a nontrivial cozero-set, for each J c A, IJI < cr. Then by (iv), n,, Hh # 0. 
Thus 
Let LY now be regular. 
(v)*(iv) Let (5)~~~ be a family of r-open sets such that for each J c A, 
IJI < (Y, f-j, PA contains a non-empty cozero set KJ. Then FJ = n, ph 2 KJ # 0. By 
(v) 
(iv) * (i) Supp ose {Gh}ltil is an open cover such that each lJJ Gh, where 
J c A, IJ( < LY, is not r-dense. For such a J, let PJ = X - lJJ G;. Thus {P,},_,, 
JJI < IX, is a family of r-open sets. For each collection PJ,, k E K, IKl < CC, of these 
sets, we have 
where J = UKJk. As P, is a non-empty r-open set, nK P/, contains a 
cozero-set. By (iv) np, #0, i.e., 
non-empty 
which is a contradiction since {GA}*_, is a cover. 0 
Proposition 2.3. Let X be w,-compact. Then: 
(i) if W c X is z-open then w is w,-compact; 
(ii) if f : X + Y is a continuous map then f [X] is w,-compact. 
Proof. (i) Let {HA},,,, be an open cover of w, where HA = fiA fl w, and @, are 
open in X. Then {{~A}lc,,, {X - w}} is an open cover of X, hence some 
subfamily { {fiA}ncJ, {X - w}}, [JI < (Y, has r-dense union in X. Let x E w and I/ 
be a z-open nbd of x in w. Then U II W is z-open in Whence in X. It follows that 
U II W meets a member of that subfamily. It cannot be X - P!‘, so it is some fiA. 
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Then 
0#(UnW)njj, cunwnH*=unH*. 
Thus lJJ Hn is r-dense in w. 
(ii) Obvious. 0 
Remark 2.4. If (Y = X0 then w,-compactness coincides with w-compactness of [6] 
(see 2.2. (iv)). 
Remark 2.5. If X is a Tychonoff space, then X is w,-compact iff it is 
weakly- a-compact. 
Proposition 2.6. The class of weakly-a-compact spaces is strictly contained in the 
class of w,-compact spaces. 
Proof. It is enough to provide an example of a nonweakly-a-compact space X 
such that every continuous function on X is constant. Let Y be a nontrivial 
T-space on which all continuous functions are constant. For fixed a, b E Y, a #b, 
define X as the quotient of the topological sum of copies X,,, A. < 6 < a, of Y 
under the map identifying all b,, and ah,,, for any fixed 6 and all A, y with 
A < y < 6 where bhb, aby are copies of b and a, in Xnb and Xhy respectively. 
Choose an open nbd U of a in Y with b $ I/ and denote by U,, its copy in Xnh for 




form an open cover such that for every J c LY, lJ1 < LY, lJ, A, does not contain 
e.g. any bDy with 6 = sup J. Cl 
Proposition 2.7. If X is a w,-compact space then t(X) is weakly-cu-compact. 
Proof. If {G,}A,A is an open cover of r(X), then the open cover {@;‘(G,)},,, 
of X has a subfamily { Qi,‘(G,)},,,,, J c A, IJI < (Y, whose union is r-dense in X, 
i.e., the union of {Gh}ht, is dense in z(X). 0 
Corollary 2.8. If X is a w-compact space then z(X) is compact [6, Proposition 
2.11. 
Proof. It follows by the fact that t(X) is weakly-&,-compact and Tychonoff. 0 
Remark 2.9. The converse of Proposition 2.7 is not true as the following example 
(which generalizes that of [6]) shows. 
As usual, the cardinal (Y is identified with the first ordinal of cardinality (Y and 
a+l=cuU{~~}. Put 9’=(((~+1)X((~+l)-(((Y, (u) where the ordinal a+1 is 
endowed with the usual interval topology. Let ?? = {(x, a) 1 x < a}, 22 = 
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{(a, y) ] y < LY} and let 9, be the copy of Y and Q)~ : Y+ Sp,, be a homeomorph- 
ism for every n E N. In the topological sum C, Sp,, we identify a point vZrn_,(~) 
with Q)~,&) for p E B and a point qZm(q) with qZm+,(q) for q E 22. Denote the 
quotient space so obtained by Y. Now let X be the space Y U (5) where E # Y 
and the topology is the following: the nbd base at 5 is given by all the sets 
and a nbd base at x # ,$ is the same as in Y. By the classical argument r(X) is 
compact. On the other hand { ~?r(x, y) 1 x > p, y < p}Bia is a family of closed sets 
in X. The complements {GP}p<a of these sets form an open cover of X. 
Nevertheless, for any set J of cardinals <(Y, with IJ] < LY, UJ GH c G, for some y, 
I I~ 
and X - Gy contains isolated points which do not lay in U, GE. 
Remark 2.10. The direct formal generalization of [6, Corollary 2.21: ‘X 
compact + r(X) cY-Lindelof’, does not hold as Example 2.13 below shows. 
We- 
Definition 2.11. A space X is said to be strongly w,-compact iff each family 
{Ph]*,n of r-open sets with the (<cr)-i.p. verifies n, PA # 0. 
Proposition 2.12. If X is strongly w,-compact, then t(X) is a-Lindeliif. 
Proof. Since r(X) is a Tychonoff space, then it is a-Lindelof iff every family of 
zero-sets {Z,},,M with the (<cu)-i.p. has non-empty intersection. Following the 
proof of [6, 2.11 we have the result. 0 
Example 2.13. Let cy be any cardinal having a predecessor (in the class of 
cardinals). For such a cardinal we construct a Tychonoff space X such that (i) X is 
non-a-Lindelof (hence is not strongly w,-compact), (ii) X is weakly-n-compact 
(hence is w,-compact). X = A U B, IAl < CY, 1 BI = a, A f~ B = $3. By the condition 
on LY there exists an almost disjoint family of subsets of A, {Ah 1 b E B}. We may 
assume that it is a cover of A. For each b E B let 9b be an uniform ultrafilter on A 
with Ah E 4. Define a topology on X as follows: all a E A are isolated points and 
for every b E B a nbd base at b is given by {{b} U F}FETJ+,. Clearly X is 7;) and we 
prove that it is completely regular. Let b E B and let U be a nbd of b. Then 
U’ = {b} U (c’ ~-IA,) c U is a nbd of 6. Define f:X+ R by flu9 = 0, f Ixpu, = 1. 
Then f is continuous. Indeed it is continuous at each a E A and at b. Let c E B, 
c #b, then IAh fl A,.1 < JAI, hence {c} U (A,. -Ah) c X - U’ is a nbd of c such 
that f = 1 on it. So f is continuous at c. Then X is completely regular. Since X has 
a dense subset A of cardinality <cy, X is weakly-cu-compact (hence w,-compact). 
However {{b} UAb 1 b E B} 1s an open cover having no subcover of cardinahty 
<cr. Then X is not cu-Lindelof (hence it is not strongly w,-compact). 
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Remark 2.14. Example 2.13 shows that the class of strongly w,-compact spaces is 
strictly contained in the class of w,-compact spaces, when (Y is a cardinal number 
which verifies the given condition. 
Remark 2.15. Hager [4] proved (within completely regular spaces) that if X is 
weakly-cu-compact then py : X x Y + Y is a z-map for every a-discrete space Y. 
If (Y is regular the converse is also true. This can be generalized with the same 
proof. 
Lemma 2.16. Let a be a regular cardinal. Let U be a cozero-set in a space X such 
that U is not w,-compact. Then there exists an a-discrete space Y with only one 
non-isolated point y,, and a continuous map f :X x Y-+ I such that (i) f (x, yO) = 1, 
for all x E X, (ii) for every nbd V of yo, U x V meets the zero-set off. 
Proof. By hypothesis there exists an open cover {Gn}he,, of fl such that, for any 
J c A, 1JI < (Y, lJJ Gh is not r-dense. Furthermore, there exists a point x, E lJ that 
is not contained in the r-closure of l-l, Gh in X (otherwise the r-closure of lJ, Gh 
would contain U and hence u), and we can find a continuous function fi :X+ I 
and a nbd W, of x, with W, rl U, G; = 0 such that h(xJ) = 0, and h(x) = 1, for 
x E X - W,. Let Y = { yo} U 2, where 9 = {J 1 J c A, I.JI < a}. Define a topology 
on Y such that all J E 6% are isolated, while the sets {yo} U {J 1 .I x.&}, Jo E ?ii!, 
form a nbd base at y,,. As LY is regular Y is a-discrete. Define f :X x Y+ I by 
f (x, Y”) = 1 x E x, 
f (x, J) =fJ(x) otherwise. 
In particular f (xJ, J) = 0, hence (i), (ii) hold. Thus it is sufficient to prove that f is 
continuous at each point of X x Y. It is clear that f is continuous at any (x, J) for 
J is isolated in Y. Also, if x E X - l?, then f = 1 on the nbd (X - u) x Y of 
(x, yo). Let x E Z?, then there exists i,, with x E Gi,,. Then H = G,,, U (X - B!?) is an 
open nbd of x and V = {.I 1 i. E J} U {y,} is an open nbd of y,,. For every 
(x, y) E H x V we have f (x, y) = 1: this is clear for y = y,,; if y = J, for some J, 
then f (x, J) =fJ(x) = 1, for fJ z 1 on X - WJ 1 Gi,, 3 x. 0 
Theorem 2.17. If a is a regular cardinal, then the following are equivalent: 
(i) X is w,-compact; 
(ii) py :X x Y+ Y is a z-map for every a-discrete space T. 
If CY is singular (i) 3 (ii) but the converse is not true. Nevertheless (ii) implies 
(i’) X is wz-compact. 
Proof. (+) Let (Y be arbitrary. Let X be w,-compact and Y be an cr-discrete 
space. Let Z be the zero-set of a continuous map f :X x Y-1 and y,, $p,(Z). 
Then each (x, yo) has an open nbd ZJ,,, x V,,, such that 
IfG, Yd -f(x’, Y)l < l/k k E N 
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for every (x’, Y) E Uk,, x Vk,,. As {Uk,Jxe~ is an open cover of X, for every 
k E N, there exists Sk c X, lSkl < a, such that uk = lJxtSk u,_ is r-dense in X. 
v = n n vk,x 
keN xtS* 
is an open nbd of yO, since Y is a-discrete and (Y 2 X0. Moreover for every x E uk, 
k E N, and y E V, we have If@, y,) -f(x, y)l < l/k. As uk is r-dense it follows 
If@, yO) -f(x, y)lc l/k for every x EX, y E V. Then f(x, yO) =f(x, y). As 
f(x, yo) # 0 for every x E X, it follows that (X x Y) fl Z = 0, i.e., V npv(Z) = 0, 
and then y,, #p,(Z). Thus py(Z) is closed. 
(e) Let a! be regular. Suppose X is not w,-compact. By Lemma 2.16 we have 
an a-discrete space Y with only one non-isolated point y,, and a continuous map 
f :X x Y+ I such that for the zero-set Z,- of f we have y,, $pr(Zf) but 
(X x V) n Z, #0 for each nbd V of yo. So py is not a z-map. 
If (Y is singular, a-discrete spaces are cu+-discrete (where (Y+ is the successor of 
LY in the class of cardinals), hence X is w, +-compact by the preceding part of the 
proof. If (Y is singular (ii) does not imply (i). For instance, if X is a discrete space 
of cardinality (Y, then X is w,+-compact, (Y + is regular, hence (ii) holds but X is 
not w,-compact. 0 
Open problem. Characterize the class %? = {Y 1 pr :X x Y+ Y is a z-map V w,- 
compact X}. As we shall show in Remark 2.22 the largest candidate is the class of 
r,-discrete spaces. By Definition 1.2(e), a space X is t,-discrete iff r(X) is 
a-discrete. 
Lemma 2.18. X is z,-discrete iff the intersection of less than IX t-open sets is open. 
Proof. We prove the lemma showing that both assertions are equivalent to say 
that C(X) is conditionally a-complete with (<n)-joins formed pointwise. 
Suppose that the intersection of less than (Y r-open sets of X is open and let 
{%<P be a bounded family of continuous functions on X, and f = VhCBh, 
/3 < (Y. We have to prove that f is continuous. Let xc, E X, f (x,,) = a, E > 0. We 
verify that {x 1 a - E <f(x) < a + E} is a nbd of x,). Indeed, 
By hypothesis the last set is open and contains xc,. Conversely, let {G,},,,, 
/3 < a, be a family of r-open sets in X and let x,, E nh Gh. For every A. we have a 
continuous function fA :X + I with fh(x,J = 0 and fn IxPnA GA z 1. Then f = Vn fn is 
continuous, f (x0) = 0 and f Ix_n, GA = 1. Hence n, GA is a t-nbd of xc,. As x0 was 
arbitrary, nh Gh is r-open. 0 
Corollary 2.19. a-discreteness implies z,-discreteness. 
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Proposition 2.20. Y Is z,-discrete iff for every discrete space X with 1x1 < (Y, 
p,:XXY+Yisaz-map. 
Proof. py is a z-map iff the union of less than a zero-sets is closed. Y is 
r,-discrete iff the union of less than (Y r-closed sets (equivalently zero-sets) is 
r-closed. q 
Corollary 2.21. Denote with % = {Y 1 pv is a z-map V w,-compact space X}. 
Then {a-discrete} c 59 c { z,-discrete}. 
Remark 2.22. We do not know whether pv is a z-map whenever X is w,-compact 
and Y is r,-discrete. A weaker result is the following. 
Proposition 2.23. If X is z,-separable (i.e., contains a z-dense subset of 
cardinal@ less than a) and Y is r,-discrete, then pV :X x Y -+ Y is a z-map. Even 
more it sends zero-sets to t-closed sets. 
Proof. Let S c X, (S] < (Y, be a r-dense subset of X and y,, $pv(Z) where Z is the 
zero-set of some continuous function f : X X Y+ I. For x E X and k E N, put 
U,,,= {Y E Ylf(~ Y) -f(x, YJI < Ilk) and U=xQsk9N r/,.,. 
Then y. E U. Moreover, since Y is r,-discrete and each U,,, is a cozero-set, U is 
r-open.Further,ifxESandyEU, If(x,y)-f(x,y,,)(=O, i.e.,f(x,y)=f(x,y,,). 
Hence the continuous functions f (_, y) : X -+ I, f (_, y,,) : X+- I coincide on X. As 
f (x, yo) # 0 for all x E X, f (x, y) # 0 for all x E X whenever y E U. Then 
(Xx U)nZ=0, hence pv(Z)fl U =0, and y,,$p,(Z)“. So py(Z) is r- 
closed. 0 
Corollary 2.24. Zf 22 = {X 1 pr : X X Y + Y is a z-map V t,-discrete Y}, then 
(z,-separable} c 9 c { w,-compact}. 
3. Product spaces and Tychonoff functor 
Ishii [6] proved that r(X x Y) = r(X) x r(Y) for any space Y iff for each point 
x E X there exists a cozero nbd W of x such that l@ is w-compact. We have 
Theorem 3.1. If a is a regular cardinal, then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) Each point x E X has a cozero nbd W such that W is w,-compact; 
(ii) r(X X Y) = r(X) X r(Y) f or every Tychonoff a-discrete space Y; 
(iii) r(X X Y) = r(X) X r(Y) f or every a-discrete space with only one non- 
isolated point. 
If a is singular then (i) + (ii) e (iii). 
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Proof. (i) + (ii) Let H c X x Y be a cozero-set. We have to prove that for each 
(I(,, y,,) E H there exists a rectangular cozero nbd U,, x r/;, c H by [7]. The set 
H(Yo) = (X x {Y,,)) n H = {x E X 1 (x, Y,,) E HI 
is a cozero-set of X x {y,,} which we identify with the homeomorphic cozero-set 
in X. Since there exists a cozero nbd w, of x,, such that q, is w,-compact, by 
Proposition 2.3(i), U,, = H(y,,) n M$ is a cozero nbd of x,, such that u,, is 
w,-compact. Since by Theorem 2.17 p v:Lr,,X Y+Y is a z-map, so G,,=Y- 
PY[(& x Y) - HI . 1s an open nbd of y,,. As Y is completely regular, G,, contains a 
cozero nbd v, of y,,; clearly U,, x &, c H. 
(ii) + (iii) Obvious. 
(iii) $ (ii) Let Y be a Tychonoff a-discrete space. Y is a final lift of the identity 
map vy : Yy-+ Y (y E Y) where Y, is the space obtained from Y by making all 
points except y isolated. Clearly every Y, is Tychonoff and a-discrete. Also, 
observe that r(X) x Y is a final lift of maps 
1 r(x) x vy : t(X) x Y,+ r(X) x Y. 
To prove that t(X X Y) = r(X) X r(Y) it is sufficient to show that every 
continuous function f : t(X X Y) + R is continuous from t(X) x r(Y)-+ R! as 
well. Consider the diagram 
r(X x Y,) q’, * t(X) x t(Y,) = Z(X) x Yy 
T(lX x v,) 
I I 
l,(X) x “” 
Z(X x Y) f- R -f r(X) x r(Y) = t(X) x Y 
where qy is the identity map which is a homeomorphism from t(X x Y,) to 
r(X) x t(Yy), for every y E Y. We have 
f oLw) x vy =f OZ(lX x v,)oQ)y’, y E Y. 
Since the right-hand side is continuous, so is the left-hand one. As maps 
(lx x v,),,~ form a final sink, it follows that f : r(X) x t(Y)+ R is continuous. 
Let (Y be regular. 
(iii) 3 (i) Suppose there exists xg E X such that for every cozero nbd U of x,,, I!? 
is not w,-compact. So, for every nbd U, by Lemma 2.16, we have a space YU with 
only one non-isolated point y,,,, and a continuous function fu :X x Y-+ I 
satisfying (i), (ii) of Lemma 2.16. Let Y be the quotient of the topological sum 
C U Y, obtained by the identification of all y,,,,, the corresponding point will be 
denoted by y,,. Define f : X X Y + I by 
f(x,y)=f&,y) ifyEYu-{y0,u), 
f (x, yo) = 1 for each x E X. 
Following (i) in Lemma 2.16 f can be proved to be continuous. If U x V is any 
rectangular cozero nbd of (x,,, yo), then U x (V rl Y,) meets the zero-set of fU in 
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X x Yu, hence iJ X V meets the zero-set of f in X x Y. This shows that the 
cozero-set off which is a nbd of (x0, yJ in t(X x Y) does not contain any nbd of 
(x,,, y,J in z(X) x z(Y). Hence z(X X Y) # z(X) x z(Y). 0 
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